TRIPCard:
Timely, Reportable, Integrated, P-Card
The AssetWorks TRIPCard offers fleet organizations a whole new way of managing fuel and maintenancerelated purchases for employees on the go. The TRIPCard features data integration directly into FleetFocus
within hours of the transaction posting. This provides increased benefits, such as improved accountability
and enhanced authorization controls, with the flexibility and portability of a credit card. The functionality is
incorporated right into the TRIPCard’s name: Timely, Reportable, Integrated, P-Card (Purchase Card).

Timely

Integrated

• Information is available in near real time, as soon as it
is processed by the credit card clearinghouse. Data is
then integrated automatically into FleetFocus.

• Data that is collected at the point of purchase is
transmitted directly into FleetFocus as soon as it is
processed by the credit card clearinghouse. This
saves valuable time required for manual data entry or
reconciliation from other systems. Data accuracy and
integrity is also preserved through automatic system
double checks that can be established.

Reportable
• In addition to basic transaction data, the TRIPCard can
collect and report on Level III processing details such
as item product code, item description, quantity, and
unit price. Data collected can be associated to a driver
or vehicle/unit and used for reports and dashboards
within FleetFocus as soon as it is received.
• P
 reauthorized transaction data is available in real time
and automatically integrated into FleetFocus as soon
as the purchase is complete.
• N
 ear real-time notifications of rejected transactions
as they are delivered into FleetFocus gives managers
the ability to quickly identify actionable information
such as possible unauthorized usage and take prompt
corrective action.

• Authorization controls for TRIPCards can be assigned
to employees or user groups and modified directly
from FleetFocus, streamlining the permissions and
approval process.
• FleetFocus functionality, such as notifications and
dashboards, is available for TRIPCard.

P-card (Purchase card)
• Purchase cards, commonly referred to as P-Cards,
allow employees to make purchases within
their organization’s rules and restrictions giving
organizations tighter control on employee spending
and allowing for more comprehensive reporting.
• Limits, such as a daily spending limits or restricted
purchase ability based on job role, can be controlled
directly from FleetFocus to help to proactively manage
expenses.
• Transactional data, such as a meter reading, can be
required at the point of purchase which is above and
beyond the functionality of normal credit cards.

Go to the next page for more information
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Timely, Reportable, Integrated, P-Card
TRIPCard has Powerful Features

Benefits You Can Count On

• F
 uel purchases are accepted at over 190,000 sites and
maintenance purchases are authorized at 490,000
locations across North America

• Greater convenience for employees on the go
• Improved accountability for purchases made off site

• Backed by the trustworthiness and prestige of MasterCard®

• Access to purchases and rejected purchases
(in near real time)

• C
 ard captures Level III data at virtually every accepting
location (Participating locations equipped with POS
technology)

• Cost savings through the reduction of unauthorized
purchases

• C
 ards can be customized with enhanced authorization
controls including: daily limits, dollar limits, location
limits or limits by number of transactions per user,
with the added ability to modify controls in real-time
within FleetFocus.
• D
 efine authorized activity, such as fuel only or fuel
maintenance, at a group or user level so that managers
have the power to give as much or as little purchase
freedom as required for the role. TRIPCard authorized
levels can be tied to role or group data that is already
in FleetFocus.
• C
 ard data is integrated into FleetFocus in near real time
where it is readily available for all FleetFocus functions
– such as reporting, dashboards and billing
• T
 RIPCard billing periods can be set to mirror your
organizations’ fiscal periods to optimize reconciliation
process
• R
 eceive complimentary liability protection against
unauthorized employee charges with MasterCoverage®
Liability Protection Program

• Improved accuracy of data through integration rather
than relying on data entry or imports which can be
prone to errors
• Improved analytics and reporting through access to
near real time data
• Increased insights into your organization’s fuel and
maintenance related spending
• Frees up valuable time normally spent on manual data
integration and reconciliation
The AssetWorks TRIPCard gives organizations
unprecedented control over their fuel and
maintenance purchases and provides insights into
spending habits. With the powerful integration
directly into FleetFocus in near real time, the
TRIPCard is unlike any other p-card or credit card
available to fleets.

For more information, contact an AssetWorks
representative today at 610.687.9202 or visit
us online at assetworks.com
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